PACS. 47.25Q -Convection and heat transfer.
velocity field U(x) = 6a Re x(1-x ) e,. Here Ra = agd3 AT/(xv) is the Rayleigh number given in terms of thermal expansion coefficient a , gravitational constant g , layer thickness d , applied temperature difference AT, thermal diffusivity x , and kinematic viscosity v. The second control parameter is the Reynolds number Re = Udlv measuring the spatial mean 0 of the laterally flow and the Prandtl number 5 = v/x is a material parameter. We scale lengths by d , times by d 2 h , and temperature by xvl(agd3).
For laterally infinite layers one expects from linear stability analyses [l] that the convective rolls to grow frst would be oriented parallel to U (longitudinal rolls). However, in narrow rectangular ducts of dimension L,>>L, the sidewall forcing that favours transverse rolls with axes perpendicular to the long walls dominates and transverse rolls grow above onset provided that the throughflow is not too strong [5, 6] . We are considering here an idealized situation where long sidewalls indeed are necessary to enforce transverse rolls with axes parallel to y but where a two-dimensional description in an x-x cross-section is appropriate. Thus we take the convective fields of temperature 8 and velocity U = ( U , 0, w) to depend only on x, x , and t.
Lateral throughflow with small Re stabilizes the conductive state. The upwards shift [6- 81 (' 1 of the stability threshold for onset of transverse convective rolls is -Re2 and rather small, at least for 5 = 1. In fig. 1 we show the critical value, €,(Re), of the reduced Rayleigh Therefore, close to the Hopf bifurcation threshold, @e), the fields $ = U , w, 8 have the
Here &x> is given by the eigenvector [8] of the linear stability problem at threshold. The (I) For cr = 1 we got [8] complex amplitude, A(x, t), of the convective roll pattern is given by the solution of the Ginzburg-Landau equation [9] Equations (l) , (2) result [SI from a systematic expansion around threshold. The expansion parameter is fi where
measures the reduced distance of Ra to the actual stability threshold Ra,(Re). The coefficients z0, Et, y have small corrections -Re2 to their Re = 0 values, while U, and the group velocity at threshold, vg, grows -Re from zero with a correction -Re3 as do the coefficients co, c1, c2 [8] (I). Note that y, c2 result from a nonlinear analysis.
In an experimental situation where the amplitude A of the rolls vanishes at the inlet, e.g., a porous plug [6] , one has to consider the growth of localized rather than extended convective perturbations. Invoking this concept [3] one finds that the conductive state, A=O, is convectively unstable for
In this range localized perturbations are carried away with the throughflow so that rolls cannot grow globally. However, if E > EF the conductive state is absolutely unstable:
perturbations can grow and expand upstream until nonlinear saturation occurs. Then the h a 1 convective roll structure (cf. fig. 2 ) has a stationary intensity envelope that increases monotonously from the inlet with a characteristic growth length 1, while the roll pattern propagates downstream with a stationary phase velocity. This we found by numerically solving for several E , Re i) the amplitude equation and ii) the full two-dimensional hydrodynamical equations using an explicitly time-dependent finite difference MAC algorithm [lo] . In both cases the conductive state was enforced at inlet x = 0 and outlet x = 25 by imposing A = 0 or Teond(x), U(z) there. Thin lines in fig. 2 show snapshots of the vertical velocity field w(x, x = 0.5) as obtained from the numerical simulation of the full hydrodynamic equations. Thick lines show stationary envelopes resulting from the final state solution of (2) which we found [81 to be of the form
In an infinite system the long-time solution of (2) would be spatially homogeneous IB, = with Q, = (co -c2)p/ro. Also in the finite system the correction Q to w, remains very small. Thus the phase velocity is practically o,/k,. However, the boundary conditions and the throughflow-generated group velocity give rise to envelope profiles[2] that are pushed more and more towards the outlet with increasing Re or vug, respectively. The growth length 1 over which the stationary amplitude increases from the inlet to half the bulk value diverges (in a semi-infinite system) at a Reynolds number Re* for which the group velocity reaches the value vg = vz := 2 d m ) Soho or E = €7, respectively. Thus increasing Re beyond Re* or decreasing Ra below R a y will .blow, an initially present convective structure completely out of the system. We also mention the interesting relation: for a group velocity vz the front propagation velocity[11] of a travelling pattern just becomes zero leading to a stationary front whose leading head (B = 0) is at x = 0 instead of being at x = -m. In fig. 3 we show I vs. Confined states are also observable in the convectively unstable region (4) when a permanent source of disturbances is supplied, for example, a small noise source at x = 0 to simulate inlet turbulence. Then perturbations are amplified downstream and moise sustained. convective states appear [12] . However, in the absolutely unstable domain, E > EY, the system is less sensitive to these disturbances [3] .
In our simulations we found that a finite throughflow uniquely selects a pattern. Its bulk wavelength is independent of aspect ratio, initial configuration, and history. It depends only ; *. o 4 E 2 -5 1.9-g P on the final Re-Ra combination and A decreases weakly with growing Re and R a (cf. fig. 4 ).
With the amplitude of the rolls vanishing at inlet and outlet there is no phase pinning there.
Thus the bulk wavelength of the downstream travelling pattern is free to be selected by an as yet unknown mechanism. However, the amplitude variation near inlet and outlet causes a characteristic local A variation (cf. squares in fig. 2 ) which, by the way, is not properly reproduced by the amplitude equation.
k-
In good qualitative agreement with our results are experiments [6] in a long narrow channel. For very small flow rate a propagating pattern of transverse rolls filled the whole box whereas it was confined to the outlet region for higher Re. Also the experimental ratio of phase velocity to mean flow velocity wphm/0 = 1.38 compares well with a leading-order Re-expansion [7, 8] 
